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The acnustical nature (ff the head joint of a transvurse 11nte is examMud in mathematical detail. The effective 
length of lhe flute is altered in the amount }• an eml•{mchurc correction Al•= (c/2•j'> arctau {(c/2r)(j'/r)/ 
(2ff•.--j '•)}, where j'is the playing frequency, cis the speed of sound in the contaJued air, r the (17-ram) cork- 
to-cmhouchure distance, and/'• a I)aramctcr (near 1450 cl)s ) which is essentially the frequency of a Helmholtz 
resonator made by plugging the bore with a second cork a distance r below lhe emhouchure. This correction 
is roughly constant at 42 mm over the normal playing range. ]';ffccts of cork position, lip position, and 
cmbouchurc-hnle size are discussed in detail. as is the effect of cavity resnuances in the 1)layer's own mouth. 
Tuning errors caused by the edgetone regeneration mechanism arc showu to be corrcctihle hy a head joint 
taper perturbation. Three designs are analyzcd, Mfich l)rnducc a llattcning at low frequencies, zero effect 
near 600 cps, and a maxthrum sharl•euing near 1000 cps. Above, this the correction returns smoothh, to zero 
at the Ul)l)er lfiaying limit near 2{100 Cl)S. In the high register, the correction is produced jointly by the taper 
and the vent holes. The whole analysis is snmmarizcd by means of a detailed coral)arisen of the Boehm 
sign of Ilute with the older cylindrical-head, tal)cr here model and with the lmrelv cylindrical flute. 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Nature and Scope of the Discussion 

HE llutc has for many years been lhe object scientific interest, not onh' because of its impor 
rant role in music, but also because of an external 
simplicity that suggests that it is susceptible to straight- 
forward anah'sis. • a As is the case with all musical 

'A well-known classic on th• subject of llutes is T. Ilochm, 
The Flue and I:ltde Playing, translated and atomrated by t). C. 
Miller (Rudall, Carte & Co., London, 1922). 

-• The history of the flute as a musica[ instrument is well sum- 
marized in Anthony Bathes, Woo&ei•d Instrmnenls and Their 
Illstory (W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., New York, 1963), rev. ed., 
Chaps. 2, 7; see also pp. 248 252, 316 324. 

a A good general account of lhe earlier scienlilic hist,•rv 
flute is to bc found in R. S. Rocksire, .1 7're•li,•c • the (!o,struc 
limt, the Illstory and the Prac!icc W' the Fl,te (Rudall, Carte & 
Co., London, 1928), rev. ed., see especially ('hap. 3. 

4 A considerable body of analytical work on the Ilule is de- 
scribecl in (at H. Bouasse, [nslrm, ents d :'ertl ([,ibrairie Delag.'ave, 
['aris, 1929, 1930), Vols. l, 2; lb) I1. Bouasse, 7'u3'aux c/ 
rt•.votz•tleurs (Librairie l)elagrave, Paris, 1929). ii is unforlunale 
illat no hibliogral•hical information whatever aplmars lit these 

h•strumcnts, however, the close constructional toler- 
ances required by the musician combine with the often 
intangible phenomena of phy-sics, physiology, and 
psycheacoustics to transform this initial simplicity of 
the flute into a subtly interacting complexity. 

The present report sets forth a mathematical amtlysis 
of the llute's head joint as it interacts with the player, 
together with a brief discussion of the related musical 
implications of various phenomena. • 

\Vhilc the tone color of it flute is determined in part 
by the same parameters that control its intonation, it 
is not possible to analyze tone color meaningfully 
unless resonance properties of the complete instrument 
are known over the whole spectral donmin. Required 

works. However, most of the references to studies made in the 18th 
and 191h centuries may he identified in the extensive reference list 
that appears at the beginning of Rockstro's hook (Ref. 3). 

a Page references to specific topics in these books are given under 
I hc aul her's names at various places in Ihe remainder of this repnrt. 

"_\. H. Bcnade and J. W. l:rcnch, J. :\coust. Sac. Am. 34,716(A) 
(1962). 
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram o[ the fittie emlmuchure-hole system, 
as it is coupled to the player's mouth cavil.v. The electrical circuit 
impedance analog is also shown. 

in addition is a knowledge of the detailed nature of 
the regeneration mechanism thai sustains the oscilla- 
tions. Since this paper deals only with the head joint, 
it would be premature to attempt here a discussion of 
tone color. 

Several informal experiments are described that may 
be performed by any fiautist on his own instrument, to 
call attention to important or unfamiliar aspects of 
the problem at hand. They arc not presented its the 
major basis upon which the argument is forreded. 

It should be emphasized that it is a matter of con- 
siderable subllcty to make a meaningful colnparison 
between theoretical calculations of the properties of a 
flute with any of the various semiempirical recipes that 
are used in the practical design of flutes. For example, 
Boehnff calculates the position of the nth hole above 
middle C upon the bltsis of the following formula: 
L,,=[-(fc/.[,OLc--51.5] ram, with Lc=670 min. Here 
L,, is the distance between the cork and the tone hole for 
this note aml f,• is its frequency. Lc is what Boehm 
terms the "theoretical" length for the note middle C, 
and j• is its frequency. Xote: Lc is not the half-wave- 
length for this reference frequency, but rather a 
quantity that involves an integration of the wave 
velocity over the closed-hole portion of the bore and an 
operahole end correction at the lower end of the playing 
len._.th, its well its contributions from the embonchure- 
cavity system, the edgetone-regenerative system, and 
the head-joint taper. Since the present paper deals 
only with the head joint, comparison between theor 5' 
and practice is premature. 

B. Summary and Outline 

Section I is devoted to a study of the boundary 
condition that is imposed on the upper end of the flute 
by the nature of the embouchure hole and the cavity 
that exists between this hole and the cork. As a first 

approximation, the effect of the player's mouth and 
throat on the fiute's resonance frequencies is ignored. 
It is shown that, for normal playing on a modern 
Boehm-design flute, this boundary condition gives 

? Ref. 1, pp. 34-37. 

risc to an end correction that is very nearly constant 
with frequency over the whole playing range. The 
magnitude of this correction (as measured from the 
center of the embouchure hole) is close to 42 ram. The 
effect of varying the amount by which the embouchnre 
hole is covered by the lips, and of 1novtug the cork, is 
also computed. 

Section iI describes the nature of the alteration that 

is brought about by the player's mouth cavity, and 
estiln.ttes are made of the magnitude of the resultant 
tuning changes. It is shown that this effect is nmsicallv 
small, but not negligible, being of the order of 5 or 
10 cents. The finte's tuning is relatively unaffected by 
l he presence of the cavity for notes whose frequency 
is well below that of the mouth resonance. There is an 

abrnpt but essentially constant shortening of the 
effective length of the flute when the playing frequency 
rises above a certain frequency that lies just below the 
mouth cavity resonance frequency. 

Section II[ gives a phenomenological account of the 
nature of the edgetone-regeneration mechanism that is 
used to excite the oscillations of the fiute's air cohmm. 
This accotrot is used chiefly to show the need for a 

frequency-dependent length correction that is to be 
superposed on the correction that arises in the 
neighborhood of the embouchure hole. 

Section IV describes two methods by which a 
frequency dependent correction of the proper sort may 
be obtained, one having its practical realization in the 
tapered head joint originated by Boehm and the other in 
the cylindrical head that wits commonly used with 

conical bore flutes, and is still met with in piccolos. 
Detailed calculations are presented of the effects pro- 
duced by several typical head joints, along with an 
accoun! o[ the qualitative way in which design changes 
affect the resonances of the flute. A particularly 
interesting result of the analysis is the elucidation of 
the manner in which the needed sharpening effect 
produced by a head-joint constriction ceases at a 
frequency (near I000 cps) that is close to the one at 
which the sharpening effect of the high-register vent 
holes begins. 

Section V is devoted to a musically oriented re- 
capitulation of the earlier sections, the discussion being 
cast in the form of a comparison of three major types 
of head joint. Systematic procedures for adjusting the 
intonation of two of these are described also. 

I. EMBOUCHURE HOLE AND HEAD CAVITY 

The upper end of the flute head joint may initially be 
thought of as providing a terminating admittance for 
an essentially c5 lindrical tube that is open at its lower 
end. This termination consists o[ the embouchure-hole 

admittance shunted by the admittance of the small 
cavity that exists between the hole and an adjustable 
cork plug. The admittance of the hole is made com- 
plicated not only by the mechanical shape of the hole 
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through lhc ri.,cr and lip plate of lhe Ih, lc itself, 
also bv thc partial shading of thc hole Iw the phtycr's 
lips. A further complication i• brought in by l he facl 
that the pla 5 cr's mouth aml throat cavitics are eouph'd 
to the flute hv way of lhe apertnre between his lips. 
Figure l gives a schematic indivalion of lhe nature 
the syslem, along wilh its ch'vtrical-iml•edance analog. 
For the purposes of analysi% it 
opening to free air between the lip pl,tlc of Ihc Ilute 
and Ihe player's moulh opening is large enough very 
nearly to ticcouple lhe flute from the moulh cavity 
rCSOllallcCs. The effects of lhcse resonances can therefore 

be ignored inilildly, and afh'rward In'oughl in its a sinai} 
corrcclion, as is shown in Sec. l I. 

A. Formulation of the Problem 

Ill general, Ihc length correction •l llrodm'ed by 
noninfinite terminating admillancc I', may be wrilten • 
as 

Al= (c 2•./)arctan{ I% •I', ). (1) 

Here, 1'. i• tim clhtr:tcleristic ;tdmittant e of lhc pipe, c 
is the phase vdocitx of sound willfin it, and 
frequency at which the value of A/is to be evalt,tled. 

In the problem al hand, l[le lcrminating admiltancc 
(located ill .r-{} {}1l a coordinate axis rmming the length 
of lhe bore) iN the sum {ff Ihe cmbouchure-holc admil 
rance l'h and that of lhc holc-lo cork cavilv 1' . 

!',= I5,+1'.. (2) 

For all musical tmrlmscs, the linear dimensions of the 
hole and cavil v are much smaller than Ihc wavelength. 
SO Ihilt Ihe h}w-frcquency apl>roxinmlions to Ihc 
minaling admitlances are [mrfccl[y ade•luate. If 
bore has a nlean radius a in lhc neighborhood 
cmbouchurc hole and if lhe hole Io-cork cavilv has Ihc 

lcnglh r (as measured from lhe tenlee line of the 
cmhouchurc holc'L lhen lhe two admittances arc as 

given in Eq. (3), ;tlon• wilh an expression for the 
ch;traclcrislic admilhtncc l'0 of the main tube. 

l'h = --.i(K '2=j), IC- COilS[; 

r,= + j (•a•, -, 'p•,) (2•/); 

In this approxinmlion, l't becomes 

Because it is not susceptible to direct measurement, 
nor to calculation from the linear dimensions of the 

hole, the aperture conslanl K is best exprcsscd in 
terms of the observable nalural frequency behmging 
to :t Hehnhollz res,nalor Ihal i• Iliad(' otll Of lhc llule 

• A tlclinilion and brief discussion of the mt'anin• •f Ihe length 
o•rreclion as u>cd here is •iven in A. I [. Benitde, J. Acou•l. Soc. 
Am. 32, 159l 1608](1960•, Sees. IV A and V A, see l';q. 
this reference. the correction is cq•resscd in leeres n[ the irapod 
antes Zt and Zu rather than the corresponding admittances. 
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FREQUENCY (C•) - 
I:,:. 2. End e,n-re½lion l•roduced at the embmlehurc hole, as cora- 

lrated from Eq. (61. The beaded ½urx-e ,,hows the behavior when 
thc player's lips are in nlrahal i]osilion. Variahle./'•. r= 17 ram. 

by adding a .,crond cork Io the ]icad joint. If this 
new cork is i•laced Ihe $;Hne distance r beloie the 
c nbouchnrc ,t• the ori•in,tl cork is abo;e it, 0]e algebra 
])coomen parli• uktrly convenient. Tiffs new resonator 
runs at such a nalural frcqnency as tn make lhe actual 
hole admitlant'e equal in magnitude to the calculahle 
admilhmcc 21', of lhc txw• "paralleled" hole-to-cork 
cavities. 

At Ihc Ilulnioholtz resonator'• nalural frequency _f, 
lherefore, the following relation holds: 

Wilh this cxpression for K, Eq. (4) can then be used 
wilh lhe defining Eq. (1) to give an explicit formula for 
Ihe Ilute emlmm'hurc length correction •l,. as follows: 

F f" 2•)(/03 
Zl,.- (,- 2•j) arclan/ -- - •/- (6) 

At frequencies h•r which .F rises past the value 
2./• •, the argument of Ihe art tangent first becomes 
singular and lhen changes sim•, and as •t result •l• 
also changes sign. •h• Ilutes, this phenomenon takes 
place al a critical frequem'y near 2000 cps, which is at 
Ihe top of lhe instrument's normal range. At the 
crilical frequency, •l• is given by 

Zt•.•= m}O/•2) ½/J•). (7) 

B. Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the quantity 
on the playing frequency for various ¾alues of the 
reference Hclmholtz resonator frequency f•. These are 
cah'ulalcd for the particular value r=17 ]nut, xvhich 
is unu,tl ()ix Ih]chm llule,;. Most llutes are bnilt to play 
well in lime when Ihc player so arranges his lips that 
is al,ml 145(I, p.$ (Ihc vurve for Illis vahle is emphasized 
by being drawn. with a beaded line). It is, however, 
possible to play with the cml)ouchure hole covered 
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Fro. 3. Variation of the embouchure end correction •l• produced 
by moving the head joint cork as calculaled from Eq. (8). The 
beaded curve shows the normal behavior for a Boehm flute. 

enough to lower fr as far as 1200 cps or uncovered 
enough to raise it to nearly 161)1t cps. ø 

An interesting feature of the length correction (as 
described above) is its almost perfect constancy over the 
musical frequency range, if the player's lip is in normal 
position. The musician can, of course, alter the fre- 
quency of his instrument quite considerably bv rolling 
the flute in or out on his lip, which serves to alter the 
value of 

For a fixed lip position, f? varies inverseIv as the 
volume of the Hehnholtz resonator cavity, which is in 
turn directly proportional to r. Let .fi• be the value of 
.[• that is obtained when r= 17 nnn with the player's 
lip in some definite positiou: this same lip position will 
then give a resonator frequency 
new value of r is used. Equation (6) may therefore be 
written in the following form 

[' (c 2,)(f'r) -] 
AI•= (c/2•rf) arctan I -- --.•., -- /. (8) 

L2(17 ,-)f,•'-'--j'-'l 

Figure 3 shows the manner in which the frequency 
dependence of varies with r for three different values 
of fn. Once again, the curve for normal playing condi- 
tions (r=17 ram; .f•,-1450 cps) is emphasized bv 
being shown as a beaded line. The cnrves in Fig. 3 may 
be summarized as follows: At the bottom of the flute's 

range, even drastic alterations in the value of r do 
very little to alter the frequency' of the played note. m 
If higher notes are considered, increasing the value of r 
from 17 mm flattens the frequency, while decreasing r 
sharpens it. This can be put in another way, which is 
more use fid in the musical context: Everything else 

a When .f• is 1450 cps, the value of Al,,i• implied by Eq. (7) is 
clo• to 42 ram. 

•o In this part of the fiute's range. the effective tube lenglh is 
around 500 ram, m that a change of 1 mm in the effective ]englh 
corresponds to a frequency change of about 3 cents. 

being equal, Al• remains esscntiullv constant with 
frequency if r is near 17 min. Increasing r has the effect 
of shrinking the basic ransteal intervals that relate the 
frequencies of the various normal vibrational modes of 
the instruments. Decreasing r has the converse effect 
of widening the intervals. The order of magnitude of the 
effect is small: abont 2 cents per octave change is 
produced for each millimeter that r is altered. 

In conclusion, it is to be emphasized that the domi- 
nant linear dimensions that control expression for 
are the bore diameler, embouchure-hole "diameter," 
the height of the rise, and the cork-to-hole distance. All 
of these tend to stay in rough proportion to one another 
as the fiule's dimensions are decreased from those of an 

alto finte through the concert flute, down to the piccolo. 
These dintensions vary as the square root of the leugth 
of the instrument, rather than as the first power, n 
and as a resnlt each size of instrument has a value of 

f• that is consistent with its general freqnency level. 
The quantitative considerations discussed here apply 
accurately only to the concert flute but very simihtr 
qualitative conclusions hold for the other instrulnents 
of the flute family. 

II. EFFECTS DUE TO PLAYER'S MOUTH AND 
THROAT 

Since the analysis of the flute's embouchnre system 

itself as a passive device has been essentially completed 
in the foregoing section. the next step is to inquire into 
the effect of perturbations produced by the player's 
mouth and throat on the nature of the terminating 
impedance of the flute tube. 

A. Formulation 

Addition of the player's month-cavity system to the 
upper-end termination of the flute hits the effect of 
shunting a part of the embouchure hole by a device 
whose admittance function has resonances and anti- 

resonances. Xear a resonance of this added system, the 
flute will behave as though it is loosely coupled to a 
Helmhollz resonator. Near the antiresonances of the 

player's system, the flute termination reverts to the 
one that has already been analyzed. Attention need 

therefore be focused only on the perturbations produced 
by a single-degree-of-freedom system that is coupled to 
the flute. 

In order to preserve as nmch as possible of the 
earlier analysis, it is worthwhile to construct a modified 
expression for the reference frequency fr- Straight- 
forward but tedious algebraic manipulation shows that 
at a playing frequency f the new f• is given by the 
following formnla (in the notation of Fig. 1) 

L'= œo)3-L (9) 

n A. H. Benade, J. Acousl. Soc. Am. 31, 137-146 (1959), Sec. 
VILB. 
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FIG. 4. l:requencv dependence of 
player's mouth cav- 
ity perturbation coef- 

line shows the tVl;- 
ical behavior in 

a= 15. Q=3. 

a = + (&/œ,,,)]. 0 

The parameter f/ is still to be interpreted as the 
resonant frequency of lhe doubled hole-to cork cavity, 
but now the admittance of the aperture is altered by 
the near proselyte of a resonator whose rottufa[ fro 
queucy is .j•, and whose quality factor is Q.,. J{cclttlsc 
of this alteration, f/is not a true constant evcll when 
the phiyet keeps a lixed lip position on his flute, and it 
wtries •a with playing frequency by way of the disturb- 
ance coefficient B. 

B. Summary of Mathematical Results 

The qualitative nature of lhe phenomena I)rought 
into being bv lhe player's moulh cavilv Illill' con- 
venienlh' be approached by way of a study of lite 
freqttency dependence of tile factor B. Equation (9) 
shows lhat the value of J'/Io be used in l';q. (6) shrinks 
as B grows, and as it result the llule is Ilallened by ,in 
increase in B. Figu,'e 4 shows lhe dependence of B on 
the frequency for several values of lite parameter 5: 
four of Ihe curves are plolled under the assumption of 
inlinitc mouth resonalor Q, while the lifth shows a more 
realistic situation where both a and Cg are chosen to 
approximate values approprktte Io an actual llule. The 
behavior of all the curves may bc summarized ralhcr 
easily its follows: (it) At low playing frequencies, B 
approaches unily. so that the disturbance to the Ilule 
goes to zero. (b) At high frequencies, B approaches 
(1 ;•), so that lhe flulc is sharpened slighlly. (c) The 
transition I)etween the two limiting yahres occurs iu 
the neighborhood of f-.f,,,/X/& (d) If the dataping is 

u At,enlion is called ,o tile facl Ihat, if the playcr closes his 
lips, Ihe "inductance" at lhe llule's embouchnre hole is L- L•,+L,,, 
while open lips have the ell[col of muhiplying 1,,, by lhe frequency- 
dependen, factor B [•ee Eq. (9 ]. In the neighborhood of it mnulh- 
cavil 3 antirc.*mance, a new cocllicienl must be found Io lake Ihc 
place of B: it has the propcrD of reducing to tmily at Ihc anli- 
resonance frequency and so making the system behave as though 
the lips were closed. 

low, /t vanishes when J•.l',,. The dominant musical 
i,nplication of this calcuhttion is the prediction of a 
"jog" in tile intonation, such that the flute is slightly 
tlatter when played at frequencies below .f,,/k/'• than 
it is when played above, and that in the immediate 
ncighl)orhood of this transition frequcnc_v Ihere amy be 
large discontinuities in the tuning "• of adjacent notes. 

C. Estimation of Parameters and Magnitude 
of the Effect 

It is possible to make reasonable estimates of the 
magnitude of tile tuning jog produced by the player's 
mouth and also the frequency region in which it takes 
place. Fnrtherlnore, it is possible to show the existence 
of the effect by siml)lc experiments that are accessible 
1o any little player. 

When the Ilule is in nomutl playing position, direct 
inspection shows that the player's mouth aperture is 
considerabh- smaller than is the open passage from the 
top of the lip plate into the open air. This shows that 
the ralio (L,,/L,,) of the impodances of these two 
apcrlnrcs is less than tn]ily, and lhat therefore 15552. 
It is reasonable to lake (S=l.5 its it good approxima- 
tion Io tile actual situalion. Upon this bltsis, it is 
possible Io estimate the magnilnde of the frequency 
shift as being in tile nciuhborhood of 5r,7o or 1()•,• of a 
semitone, an amount that is relevant to 1he design and 
phtying of Ihttcs. When playing it flnte, the musician's 
mout}] and throat are in roughly the same position 
its the one he uses for pronouncing vowel sounds like 
"ah," "aw," or "oh," except lhat his larynx is pulled 
out of the way so its Io leave a relatively more free 

passage Io the hmgs and his lips are puckcred more. It is 
plausible to expect that value of the resonance frequency 
that is appropriate for use in Eq. (9) should be some- 
what lower than the frequency of the lowest formant for 
the kind of vowel described above, a frequency that 
lies" in the raugc of 500-600 cps. The second formant 
for these vowels fidis iu the range of 120(I-1800 cps, and 
so are far enough removed its to cause no complications, 
while the third formant is higher yet. If, now, the 
nmsickm keeps his lips steady, but moves his tongue so 
that he alternates between "pronouncing" his normal 
phtying vowel and one having it drastically different 
formant structure, then notes that are in the neighbor- 
hood of his normal j',,, will have their tuning shifted 
solnewhat when he nses the new vowel. ()n the other 

hand, holes whose frequencies are well away from the 
normal f,.are expected to be tinaffected by these 
changes, because the factor B is essentially constant 
above and below f,,. A good alternative vowel to use 

t, Tuning errors arising in] Ihis way cannot I)e corrected by a 
simple aJleralion of linger hole posillons or sizes withotlt intro- 
ducing idenlical errors {with •ien reversed) in other oclaves x• here 
Ihe •-,illlle ho[c.• are ill 

u W. A. Van Bergeijk, J. R. Pierce, and E. E. David• 
a,d lhe 15tr (1)onldeday & Co., Inc., Garden City, X. Y., 1060), 
Table II, p. 188. 
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in .such expcrinmnts i., the mm found in the word h•cd, 
fro' which the first formant is as low a, 270 cps and the 
second one up to 2290 cps. 

Playing each note of the chromatic octave that 
descends toward middle C while the tongue shifts back 
and forth between its "ee" and "oh" positions shows 
very little effect above the note A•, but that particularly 
in lhe neighborhood of (;• and A (near 430 cps) there 
is an appreciable shift in playing freqnency assocktted 
with the change of vowel. The sign of the shift is 
consistent with the assun•ption that f,, has been moved 
from above to below the played frequency. That is to 
say that the played note associated with the hiqh 
frequent3 formant "oh" is flatter then that belonging 
to Ihe Iow-h'equency formant "ee." A similar sensitivity 
to the vowel change is lo be expected in the neigh- 
borhood of the formant frequent 5 of the allernalive 
vowel end this is indeed sometimes observable in the 

neighborhood of C (280 cps), except that here the 
frequency change is much le•s prominent and can 
have either sign, depending on lhc exact way in which 
the "ee" is pronounced. 

III. EFFECTS DUE TO EDGETONE MECHANISM 

Every flaulist is very nmch aware of the sensitMtv 

of the frequency to the velocity of lhc air jet that he 
projects across the embouchure hole. The flute has a 
tendency to go flat when played pianissimo and sharp 
when blown at maximum loudness. As a result, the 

inlonation musl be corrected during changes of d• nantic 
level by changing of lip positions, by rolling the 
instrmnent about its axis, or by nodding lhe head. 
Small bul rapid chan•es are also made hv exph)iting 
the coupling between the flute and the highly mobile 
moulh cavity of the musickin, a• dcstribed in the 
preceding section. Since the wind-velocilv dependence 
of the frequency difl'crs in the various parts of the 
flute's scale, it is apparent that an instrumeut lhut is 
built with satisfactory intonation in oue register, and 
at one dynamic level. could be off pitch when played 
at the same loudness in another register. Before analyz- 
ing the design of acthal flutes as it is affected by the 
edgetone regenerative mechanism that sustains Iheir 
oscillations, it will be necessary to describe the major 
phenomena. 

A. Phenomenology of Edgetone Regeneration 

There is au enormous literature on edgetone oscilla- 
tions, both experimental and theoretical, a certain 
amount of which is controversial. The present summary 
is based on an extensive discussion by Bouasse •a• 
from the point of view of its muskal implications. 
Fortunately, everything that will be required for 
present purposes can easily be checked with the simplest 

FIG. 5. Schematic 
diagram showing the 
edgetones produced 
by a jet-edge system 
that is under the in- 

fluence of a cylin- 
drical pipe2 V is the 
air-jet velocit.v, and 
the horizontal lines 
indicate the natural 
frequencies of the 
pipe. The points a, b, 
c, etc., represent the 
r•gime buttale fre- 
quencies, while the 

heavy lines I, rn, n represent the rggime normale frequencies that 
are used in music. 

of experimental equipment, and theoretical explana- 
lions of the various phenomenu are not needed. 

There are two distinct classes of regenerative be- 
havior associated with a jet-edge system that is coupled 
to a resonator, ouc of which appears at low blowing 
velocities and the other at higher velocities. Bouasse 
refers to the first of these a• the r•gime buttalc, and 
the second as the rggime normals: it is the latter that 
is of primary interest to musicians, while the former is 
perhaps easier to analyze mathematically. •; Consider 
first a simple air jet direcled against a knife edge 
located at a fixed distance h. For any given air velocity 
I', one or more whistling sonnds ;x ill be produced: 
the•e are not in general harmonically related, but 
their frequencies _f• all vary with I', h, and an ordering 
i)arameter j in accordance with an equatim• •s of the 
followtug form: 

L'=•/(I'-•)E(L'/,) --•]- 

Itcrc t•. •, antl• are constants and j= 1, 2.3, 3.8, 5.4, - - -. 
The lines marked !, II, Ill. and IV un Fig. 5 represent 
these edgelone frequencies in a schenuttic fashion for 
increasing wdues of the parameter j. When the air 
velocity is reasonably large, a rushing sound can be 
heard in addition to the whistling. The listener can 
sometimes associate a certain crudely defined feeling 
of pitch to this rushing noise, a pilch thal lies con- 
siderably lower than that of the whistlings. The 
partially shaded region that slopes up from left to 
right in Fig. 5 suggests this impression of pitch as it is 
related to the air velocity. 

So far, the description has been conllned to the case 
of an isolated jet-edge system. If, on the other hand. 
the jet and its associated edge are brought within the 
"domain of influence" of a resonator--i.e., within a 
distance about equal to the transverse dimension of an 
aperture of the resonator -• new set of phenomena 
comes into being. Because of its relevance to the flute, 
it is convenient here to restrict alteutiou to a resonator 

whose natural frequencie• form a complete harmonic 
series: the set of horizontal lines drawn across the 

rarer. 4(a), Vol. 1, (?hap. 4, Sec. 96 103; Vol. 2, Chap. 9, 
Sees. 143, 15&-160. 

•; Ref. 4(b), Chap. 3, Sees. 5!-160. 

• In any event, dimensional analysis gives the same resuhs for 
both r•gimes. 

•a G. B. Brow n, Proc. Ph3 s. S<,:. (London) 49, 493-507 (1937}. 
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face of Fig,. 5 rel)rcsen( Ihcse' evenly Sl):U'Cd nalural 
frequencies of the rcs,n,ttm*. If, ram', the air velocity 
is gradually incrc;tscd front zero, essentially no sound 
is heard except at values of [' correspondin• to the 
•tl•seclio,s of the sloping cdgctonc frequency lines 
with the horizonlal lines that represent the normal- 
mode frcqucncics of Ihe rcmnator. If 1' is slendih' 
increased from zero, the sounds produced in order wiil 
(for the example at hand) be tlmsc labelled by Ihc 
letters a, b, c, ..., so that the impression of a random 
SCClUCnCc • of notes is given to the listener. This set of 
discrete frequencies is lhe manifestation of whal 
Ihmassc calls the rdgimv bltccalt' in Ihc interat lion of 
jet wilh its resonator. In the r•;gi.u' bttt'o•lt', the pipe 
does not speak except when lhe freqtienc)' of one of ils 
too(Its of vil)ralion is equal It) one ()f Ihc e(Igclone 
frequencies ()f Ihc isohdcd svsh-nl. It is Io be Cml)h;isizcd 
1 hat these sotm(l• come and go abrupt ly, its I' is varied. 
and their frequencies are not "pulled" u 1) ()r down 
small varialions in F. Furthermore, these s()unds art. not 
harmonically related to each other unless lhe resonator 

has one of the particular shapes lhat give rise 
harmonically related eigenfrequencics. The r•gi,/e 
bltc•al• is ]lot normally used in musical hlslnlmt. nls. 

As the air velocity is further increased, Io the point 
where the frequencies contained in the rushing noise 
become comparal)le with lhc first resonance frequency 
of the pipe, it new add generally sir(roger sound 
heard, which is initialh' al .t lower frt'(lUCnCy than th:tl 
of the lowest resonance o[ the pipe. As I' increases, Ihis 
frequency rikes lowart1 that of lhc pipe, as indicated 
by the heavy line in l:ig. 5. The sha[)c o[ this t'tll'VC 
has inallV fcalures that are reminisccnl of Ihc I)ehavior 

of a I)eating reed that is cnupled lo ,t resonator: .ltlSl 
as in Ihe case of a mechanical reed. Ihc sotrod l)ro(hn cd 
is lolc'er in frequency than the corrccllv calcuhtled 
resonance fre(lucncy of the pipe i•sclf, risi;•g toward 
a?nll)tOlically until a I)1owing vclocilv is reached for 
which lhe svslem overblows l() a frequency near that 
of the next higher resonance of the pipe. This over 
bl()wing phenomenon is c(mnecle(I with the change in 
sign of lhc net reactante of 1)ipe's inl)Ul hnpe(lancc as 
the frequency is moved lhrough resonance. if there 
is positive feedback (and so Ihe l)ossil)ility of regenera- 
Lion) on one side of lhc resnnance fre(lucncy, then I here 
is of necessily negative feedl)ack on lhe other side of 
resonance. The heavv lines marked /, ,/, /z, in Fig. 5 
represent schematically the frequencies that can 
cxcilcd by the air jet in the region of the rushing noise. 
The vcrtic,d dotted arrows cremecling Ihese curves 
represent the Iransitions between Ihe various fre 
quencies; the upward arrows show transitions observed 
when 1" is increasing during the course of the exl)eri 
menl, while lhe dowmvard arrows rt'present Ihe 
transitions occurrin• when 1' is decreased stoa(lily from 

•'l'he initial "cmlgh" m' "chil•" of a Iluc m'gan pipe arises 
from the rapid Iraver•a[ •[ thi• sequence f)[ sounds a• lhu air 
pressure builds up in the l)il m foot. 

:t high vah,c. The presence of hysteresis ill Ihc...c 
Iran•ili(m t'tll'Veq [S VtI'% char,ttlcristic, and has great 
Intlsical importante, hincc il permils the muqician to 
phty with a wide variation of dynamic level on either 
one of a pair of registers, while retaining the pos- 
sibililv of fast Iransilion back an(l •orlh between them. 
The sel nf ru•eneralim• rre(incncics that has just 
been tiescribed •' i, the one that is a manifcslalion 
the rt:gime m,'m•tle of the jet resonator interaction. 
Ilouasse's use of the adjective uormale fnr this type of 
inleraction is a relicelton nf the musical importance of 
lhe class •ff oscillalion :red does nol carry any implica- 
tion of a ]ticran hic,tl relation of the two r•gimcs in 
lheir inlercst to physMsls. 

To recapitulate, in the r•gimc nnrmalc, the wind 
veincity is high enough to ensure lhal all the frequencies 
:tssociatcd wilh the isolaled jel edge syslem, as de- 
scribed in Eq. (121, ,trc very nmch higher than the 
pipe-resonance (requeney that is bcin• excited. Each 
pipe resonance has associated with it •L regeneration 
frequency that varies slighlly wilh I' but that keeps its 
type over a consideral)lc range of 1 •. This is in tonifast 
with the sound• produced in the r•gime buccale, which 
come and go abruptly, as I • is varied. The transitions 
between (he dilYm'cnt rt;gime uormal frequencies show a 
marked hysteresis, while such behavior is not char- 
a('tcristi( 's• of the r•gime buccale. 

B. Musical Consequences 

The cl. IFVeS I)eh)nging tt) the r?gime m•rmalc in 
I"ig. 5 were plotted to show frequency as a function of 
wind velocity. liefore many conclttsions can be dnLwn 

concerninK linc musical design of a flute, it is necessary' 
Io deduce the relation bclwecn the playing frequency 
and Ihe pipe's men normal-mode frequencies for fixed 
wind velocity. The qualitative nature of the new relation 
citll I)e oblaincd upon the basis of the following observa- 
lions: I:i•ure 5 >hows lhat for a value of [' that permits 
either of Iwo i)la5 ing frequencies, the upper of these is 
consi(leral)lv I]allcr (relative to the pipe's own natural 
fre(luenc 5) than is the case for the lower note. This 
implies that if a pipe is steadily shortened while being 
blown at ('ohsrant veh)cily, the played frequency rises 
sonicwhat Jess ral)idly than does the natural frequency 
of Ihc pipe. There is also a consequence of the fact that 
Ihe Q (and so also the input admittance) o[ a pipe 
driven at the frequency of its nth normal mode is 

t,, s. A. Elder, J..lc(msl. S•m..tin. 35, 1•}1 (A) (19½t). 
n All o[ Ihe phcnmnen,• lescrilmd at .re can 1)e demonslrated 

with a Illlie (Ihe small whislling notes lhaL o[len accoml)any 
n()rmal idasing lLr(' rt:•ime hilt'role ,*,un(Is produced at Ihe h)w- 
speed edges •)f Ihc air jcl)• however, the head joint alone is con- 
siderably easier I() manage..[ picc()1o head joint provides an i(leal 
flex'ice wilh which h) dcm,mslrale: the h)wesl r•giJue bt/cc,/lc 11Ole 
is I)arlicularly hJud, anti the c(•rrcslJonding r•ime IlOl'lllttle n(•le 
slltrl• •LI]•)tll Ixxo scn]il(mch [[iLt and r[qcs Io tile frequency of tile 
[•lltt'oJc 11t)le .nly when it i> I)la5 c(I (h)ul,le fiJrte. Bmtashe's use o[ 
I he a(Ijucl ix'c b/trroffe (lots not ] cfer Io any cormeel ion wilh t he 
i)layer's nmuth. bul rather arises from the ()rgan bulklet's lermi- 
nology, which calls the jet-edge syslem the pipe's "mouth." 
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I"u;. 6. Ifiagram nf 
the frequencies 
various notes of the 

simplified flute •ac- 
tual and desired). 
The line AB is the 
desired curve for the 

lmv register (based 
on the first pipe 
mode). A'B' is the 
cnntinuation of this 
same line intn the 

second playing reg- 
ister. The lines ab 
and a'b' show sche- 

matically the flatten- 
ing produced hy the 
regeneration mecha- 
nism. The line 
shows the error re- 

maining in the second 
register if the tone 
holes are moved to 
make ab coincide 
with AB. 

equal to the admittance at this same frequency of a pipe 
of the same diameter whose length is (1/u)th of the 
first one, and which therefore is being driven at its 
own first resonance frequency? a Since the jet-edge 
system at the top of the flute is "informed" al)out the 
nature of the pipe only by way of the pipe's inpnt 
admittance, the conclusion is drawn that the instrument 
plays fiat an equal amount whether a given note is 
played as fhe lowest mode of a short pipe or as the 
second mode of a long pipe •-• (insofar as the regeneration 
system is concerned). In any event, lhe regeneration 
mechanism leads to a progressive flattening as lhc 
playing frequency rises. 

Figure 6 shows lhe rehttion between the various 
frequencies of interest as a function of the serial number 
of the note in the chromatic scale that starts upward 
from middle C. In order to simI)lify the display, the 
ordinate is logarithmic so that lhe frequencies of the 
desired even-tempered scale form ;t straight-line 
sequence. The dashed lines AB and A'B' represent 
two such sequences of frequencies. Consider a flute 
constructed in such a manner that the resonance 

frequencies of its u = t vibrational mode fall along the 
line AB, while the n = 2 resommces similarly fall along 
the line A'B', complete account being taken of all the 
end corrections and other perturbations to the passive 
system. If such a flute were to be played with constant 
wind velocity', the scale of notes would sound fiat, with 
frequencies of the sort suggested schematically in 
Fig. 6 by the solid line ab for the notes in the low 
register, and by the line a'b' in the second register. 
Since the ,erlical distance between the lines AB and 

•o This remark holds for the case where the dominant term in the 
damping coefficient is associated with thermal aml viscous losses 
to the walls of the pipe, as is the case for flutes. See Ref. 11, VII-A, 
for a di•u.•sion of the analogous relalion of Q to mode number for 
reed instruments. 

n The relation between the second and third play-ing registers 
of a flute is similar to the one just described. 

A'B' representsit 2:1 frequency ratio of the logarithmic 
frequency scale, it is clear not only that all the played 
notes are 1tat, but also that there is a shrinking of the 
"octave" rehttion between notes played with the same 
fingering in the low and second register. Relocation of 
the finger holes so as to bring one or the other register 
into tune is perfectly possible, but such an operation 
cannot correct both registers. The curve marked a• 
in Fig. 6 shows the behavior of the second register if 
the flute were modified to bring the first register into 
strict tune: the vertical distance between this curve and 

that marked A'B' is a measure of the discrepancy left 
in the tuning of the second register. 

C. Correction of the Discrepancies 

The precccding discussion implies that, if a flute is to 
play reasonably well in tune without the need for 
constant lipping of the notes by the instrumentalist, an 
additional frequency-dependent length correction must 
be provided, whose general behavior is snch its to 
compensate the flattening that arises in the regeneration 
process. Instrument makers have long known em- 
pirically that a small alteration in the bore cross 
section will aller the frequency of all the notes that use 
the perturbed bore as a part of their resonant length. 
The detailed nature of the alteration depends on the 
position of the pertnrbatiou rehttive 1o the nodes of 
the standing wave, and therefore (in the problem at 
hand) upon the value of .M•. A neat solution of the 
octave intonation problem should be considered as one 
of q'heobatd Boehm's major contribntions ø-• to the 
design of llutcs. The old-style cvlindroconical flute 
and the modern piccolo are provided with an analogous 
method of getting acceptable intonation. These are 
described in the course of the next section. 

IV. HEAD-JOINT PERTURBATION 

A. Requirements on the Perturbation 

If the finte is to play in tune, the bore perturbation 
nutst give rise to a length correction that decreases 

I 
+ + + + 

X 

FiG. 7. Diagram showing the head joint taper perturbalion and 
the cosine weighting functions used in Eq. 03). 

:4 Reference 1, Chap. 2. 
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as lite playing frequency goes up. I"urlhermore, if 
scale i• to be smooth across Lhe "break" i.e., if the 
intonation at the upper end of lhc lower register is to 
be consistent with that of the lower end of the Upl)cr 
register the perturbation nmst lie in a part of the 
bore that is not removed from the sounding length of 
the instrument as the fingerholes are soccessivclv 
opened. That is, it must lie in the general region of the 
head joint, and not lower down Ihe instrument. 

If the head joint of the fiule has ils cross-sectional 
area modilied by a perlurbing arnotrot Xp from the 
normal cross seelion .¾o of lhe rest of the insl rumenl: 
shown in Fig. 7, the resuhing Icnglh correction 
,•ssociatcd with a playing frequency f is given "a by 

art=- Cs',, 

Formally, the length correction is the Fourier traus- 
form of the perturination. The necessity of limiling 
the perturbed part of the bore to a lcngli• Ihat is only 
a fraction of a wavelength for most of the relewmt 
frequencies makes difficult the problem of deducing lhe 
desired perturbatiml (from the error lhat is to be 
COl'recledJ by lneilns of an invcrsc Irltusfornlalion. 
tlowcvcr, lhc general problem has ah'cadv been solved 
empirically by means of two classes of perturbation 
to the head joint. 

B. Suitable Head-Joint Perturbations 

Examinalion of Eq. (13) shows lhal any perturba 
tion of finite extent that is resttitled to lie in the 

neighborhood of x= 0 will have an effect whose magui- 
lude is largest at low frequencies, wilh a sign that 
depends on the sign of S,. If in lmrlicular the bore is 
reduced near x-O, the inslrumeut will be Iiatlcncd, aud 
in an amount that decreases its lhc frequency rises. 
l:igure 8 shows the situation for the two major types 
of flute. A cylinder open at bolh ends and a cone open 
al both ends are alike in thai their nahmtl frequencies 
belong to Ihc exact harmonic series. The flute may be 
based on either one of Ihcse shapes, and a rcduclim• 
the bore cross section at one end will have the s,tmc 

, TAPER HEAD CYL •,ORE 

FlO. 8. Diagram showing the essential equivalence 0œ two ways 
of producing a sintable head-joint perlurba'ion. 

•s Reference 8, p. 1507, Eq. (10). This expression is accurale 
for a Boehm type cy.limh'ical I•)re, and reasonably dependalfie 
when applied to a conical-bore inslrument of normal propro lions. 
Nolice that the cmbouchure correction •I• enlern Ibis formula 
explicitly, for reasons lhal become clear from examination oœ Fig. 7. 

-'ø } 
D 

04 86' 
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I'm. 9. ]'Xpcrimcnl ally dclcrmmcd fractional area perturbations 
fi•r various /lutes. The beaded line .I. is the curve for Boehm's 

m• n desig. n. •fiid curve B is the average for modern flutes. Curve 
C describes the perturbalion for a RmIaH Carte flute, and D is 
that for a conical bore, cylindrical-head Ilute used by Quantz. 

effect in either case. The lower modes are flattened 

relalive to the higher ones, ,red as ;t result the basic 
octave of the instrument is stretched to compensate 
for tuning errors brought in by the regenerative 
mechanism or bv other effects. 

Figure 9 shows some of the pcrturbatious that are 
actually used in flutes of various designs. The heavv 
beaded line, marked A, represents the perturbation 
chosen '-'• by l{ochm. (k•rx'c B is the average of a dozen 
modern Ilutcs, including instruments made by Powell 
;red bolh tile liarnos brothers. These flutes generally 
difi'cr less between thclnselvcs lhan the discrepancy 
showu bchvcen curves A and B. The lighter dotted lines 
show the design t, scd by Schncr (lower) and by Gemein- 
hardt (upper). All of these perturbations belong to 
metal inslrumcnts that are adapted to the French school 
of tlule playing that is usual in the United States of 
America. Curve C behmgs to a Rudall Carle ebonite 
dutc. This instrunrent works very well with the "tighter" 
Germanic style of playing, =• but seems to waste wind 
and certainly gives a rather stretched octave when 
played in the French manner. A conventional Haynes 
head joint adapted to this Ilute converts it into a very 
satisfactory instrument for tile American pktyer. The 
modern Artlev flute has a head very similar to the 

Redall Carte design, no doubt to preserve the intona- 

'-• Reference 1• p. hq. 
=; Reference 3, p. 440, describes a method for obtaining this tone. 
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I:•c;. 10. Frequency variadun . length correction Alt produced 
by three head joinl tiesigns. ('urvc A app!ie• to Bochm'z deaign, 
B lo Ihe Redall Carlc in•trumem. anti C shows the behavior uf 
Quantz' flute. _X/•=45 min. 

tion when the instrument is used by beginners, who tend 
otherwise to play with a shrunken octave. Curve D 
represents the perturbation produced by the cylindrical 
bead joint working with a taper-bore instrument. The 
nulnbers are based on the dimensions of an instrument 

madc by F. Bole before 1724 and used as by J. J. 
Quantz. 

C. Nature and Magnitude of the Effect due to 
the Perturbation 

Xumerical integration of Eq. (13) with perturbatim•s 
appropriate to the Boehm, Rudall Carte, and Quanlz 
designs gives results for AI• its shown in Fig. 10. Cttrve 
A belongs to the Boehm flute, while B and C belong 
to the Redall Carle and Quantz instruments. These 
were all computed by use of a value of 45 mm for 
the embouchure-lengt-h correction Al• that i• close to 
the normal for pla_vers of the French school using a 
Boehm design. The Quantz instrun•cnt has a value of 
Al• that is close to 48 min. This large wtlue arises from 
the increased bore cross section at the embouchure hole, 
which lowers the value of .•"• I-as defined just before 
Eq. (8)] to very nearly 1350 cps. The implication of 
this increase is made apparent later on in this section. 

Several things are immediately obvious. Since the 
length of the perturbation along the bore is approxi- 
mately the same for all three designs, the zeros of the 
length-correction function fall very nearly at the same 
frequencies for all of them. Furthermore, the magnitude 
of Air at any frequency is proportional to the total 
area under the (Sp/So) curve for each design of flute 
and, since the region under each curve of Fig. 0 is 
roughly triangular, the value of the length correctim• 
is approximately proportional to lhe square of the 
maximum value of (Sv/S,). The decrease of 31• (and 

2• Reference 3, pp. 227 229. One nf Ihe present outhues (AHB) 
has in his possession a 19th century 6-key flute of identical bore 
design. 

SO the progressive sharpening of the flute) with rising 
frequency over the first two octaves is roughly linear 
in all three designs. It therefore follows from the pre- 
ceding sentences that the curves of Fig. 10 have 
slopes that are proportional to the squared reduction in 
cross-sectional area at the embouchure hole. For 

Boehm's design, the Ilute is effectively shortened by 
about 2 mm for every 100 cps rise in playing frequency 
up to about 1000 cps. This corresponds to an octave 
interval stretching of dbont 17 cents for notes played 
with most of the finger holes closed (near the note D), 
and about twice this for notes played with nearly all 
the holes open. The Rudall Carte 11ute and the one used 
bv Quantz have their octaves stretched by amounts 
which are, respectively, 1.6 and 1.7 times greater than 
that given for Bochm's instrument. 

The position, of finger holes required to give a scale 
that is continuous itcross the "break" between the first 

txvo registers clearly depends on the design of the head 
joint. It can be shown that such a hole positioning 
scheme can only be carried out if ._Xlr decreases in 
roughly linear fashion for about two octaves. 

(}he further change produced in the tunh•g of the 
lower two octaves by the reduction of head-joint cross 
section is the following: The octave relation is altered 
when the player covers more or less of the embouchure 
hole with his lips, not only because of the frequency 
dependence of the embouchure correction Alo, but also 
because of the dependence of the taper correction 
on ..Xl,. Figure 11 shows the change as computed for 
Boehm's flute. Here, ,Xlr is displayed as a function of 
frequency for three values of the embouchure correction. 
The beaded middle curve, for which .._Xl, is 45 ram, is 
close to Ihe normal one, while the others represent 
extremes thut can be obtained in playing. An increase in 
the value of M,. slightly decreases the magnitude of 
.M: at low frequentits, but, more importantly, it gives 
also a steeper slope to the curve of •l• vs f. This has 
the result of widening the basic octave relation between 
the lowest two registers, an effect that adds to the small 

I' m. 11. EIY•I on Ihe •al)er correction of varying the eml)ouchnre 
correction At, calculated for Boehm's head joint. Curve A: 
M•=55 min. Curve B: M•=45 min. Curve C: &1½=35 min. 



rmmunt •ff widening that is prr•duced direclh' l•v the 
frequency dependence of •l,.. 

The intonation of thc third or high rc•istcr of the 
llutc depcnds on /he head-joint l)crturbation in it II/Ol'C 
complicated way than is the east For the lower 
re,islets. I"igurcs l0 and II show thai, once lhc 
•lucm'y ishighor llmn almul 1000 cps (which 
to the C above the treble staff'i, AI• ceases to sharpen the 
Ilute and begins to lhtlten it progrcssivcl 5 over the 
next octave by increasing from about --5 to about 0 mm 
(Bochm's flute). This by itself would cause the Ilulc 
to I)lay somewhat fiat, sim'c the regenerative mechanism 
c(mlinucs Io coin[)ross the l)htying intervals relative 
to lhc normal mode frc(luCney ratios t)f lhc l)ipc. l low 
ever, in normal playing the opening •)[ vent 
(which arc inevitably higher =ø thau their naively 
t)rcscribed positions at lhe pressure nodes) sharpens 
the higher normal mode frequencies, and so makes u I) 
Ihe deficit left by the head joint. If lhc vent hole 
distance e away from the positi(m of /he node, lhen 
the sharpening of lhc note eai1 be given in lcrms of 
equivalent shor/ening of the I)orc by fill :HqV>tH•t 
aS given TM t) 3- the following c(luation for the case of 
even numl)ered higher modes such :•s 1}lose used 
t•la) ing from ['7.• up lhrough 

(14) 

Here, b is the radius of the vent hole, /,,rf its elTectivc 
h:ngth, while a is the radius of the l/ore, as before. 

D. Qualitative Experiments 

The (lualitative nature of the a}tentlions produced 
by the head-joint corrections and their relation lo the 
vent hole is easily demonstrated by an amtlvsis of the 

following simple experiments performed with a 
If the low D is lingered, and the 1irst •our members 
(l), l), A, 1)) of the harmonic series [)]ayed, it will be 
found that the h)wcr three notes are in (luilc aCeUl'ate 
tune relative to one another, while tim fourth is 
triflc ihtt. This may be vcrilied for the upper two notes 
by comparing them with the sltmc 11olcs pktycd with 
conventional lingering. If a similar experiment 
carried out by use of lhe lingering for I", only the tirst 
three members of the sequence (1", F, (;, f") will be 
found to be in reasonable tune. The high F is, in this 
cxperilncnl, quite fiat. ()no further cxi)crimcnt 
needed to comI)lctc the series. ()nlv the lmvcr tw, n.tcs 
of the harmonic series (1-15, B), I") based (m the linger- 

=aAIreadv in the Ioxxcr txv(• registers, Ihe use (•f finitcs•zcd 
lone holes gives rise to an end correcli(m I[/itl rcqtti,'cs Ihcm 
he placed closer by amounl •[t• h) Ihe em13ouchttrc hole than 
p.sition of lhc nominal open [film end hchmging I. Ihc i•olc 
question; see Ref. 8, Sec. V C. The presence (ff •l,sM lingec holes 
ahove Ihe venl requires :t shill ing •f the hole positimq hy a furlher 
amounl •l,: Ihal is given al)l)rOXilmttc,3 I)y gq. (7• of Rcf. 8. The 
numerator of Ibis equation shotrid road r•l (z'/(:)• and 
r- [l -- 

:•'7Rcfcrcnce 4(a), Vol. 2, 1 ). 137. 

ing for B5 will l)e in good tuue, aud once again the 
highesl: note is ilar. 

The interpretation of these experiments is as foltows: 
As shown in t:[g. 10, the head joint taper produces •t 
sharpening effect on high notes only up to about 1000 
el)S for a I•oehm flute. Those members of it harmonic 
series Ihat have lheir fumlamonlal [rer[uencies below 
this value will I)e in lunc, I)ccause lhe progressive 
sharpcuing produced by the head joint is able to over- 
come the l]at.t:enin• associated with the regeneration 
mechanism. Xoles that are higher than this limit will 
n,t 1)e co(reeled by the head joint, and so will be fiat 
unless hell)e(l I)v the presence tff •t vent hole. In all 
the experiments, nouvcntcd notes higher than C 
(1050 Cl)S ) 'are Ihtk in an anlt)ttnt that increases with 
/heir distance above (;. 

Figure ll shows th:Lt aherin• •1, by covering more 
or less or the embouchure hole shifts the frequency at 
which lhe head joint ceases to correct the regenerative 
Ilattening. I%ying the 11ule :rs fiat as is comfortably 
possible (so lhat •[,. is about 55 ram) shifts this critical 
fre(lueue 5' down from the C near 1000 cps to the B near 
900 cps. At lb'st sight, it would appear that a repetition 
of experiments similar to those described above would 
serve to demonstrate this shift. The earlier phenomena 
al)[)are•qtl F would be reproduced if the test notes were 
:dl shifted down :t semitone so as tt) relate thein correctly 

to the l()xvercd critical •requeney. This transposition 
would have Io Im done by pullin• out the slide enough 
that the flattening produced by this means pitts that 
produced by lhe increase in •l,, would lower the 
frequent 5' of the notes the desired amount. Experiment 
does indeed verify the lowered fre<luency at which the 
head-joint compensation ceases, but it proves not to loe 
meaningful /o use the normal yenled fingerings as a 
way o• producing the reference frequencies. l,owcring 
lhc frequency by t>ulling the slide and covering the 
cmbouchurc hole has lhc effect o• placing the vents 
rehttivch- closer lo the nodal positions than they are in 
normlt[ use. As a result, the reference notes are them- 
selves lhtt because of uncle(compensation, thus reducing 
Ihc iq>[)arcnt discrcpancs' between the vented and 
unvcntcd notes. I"urthcrmore, under the conditions 
of this experiment •l,, itself would decrease as the 
fre(lucncy rises, itn(] so would she/(pen the upper note 
rclalivc to the low ones regardless o{ the fingering that 
is used to play them. 

V. COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT BORE DESIGNS 

The l/ochre design of bore, having a tapered head 
joint and cxJindrical body, dominates contemporary 
practice in lhc making of Ilutcs; however, the ()icier 
design, which uses •t cx lindrieal head on a tapered bore, 
still persists in the modern piccolo. (2ompletely cylindri- 
cal Ilules and ill'cs are also possible •md are in common 
use in many parts of the world. Because of the varia- 
lion among Ihe acoustical properties of these three 
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desigms, it is of considerable interest to compare them 
with one another, with the Boehm pattern as a standard. 

A. Cylindrical-Head, Conical-Bore Flute 

As has already been shown in Fi•s. 8 and 10, a 

cylindrical head on a conical flute provides a contraction 
of the origimtl bore of a sort that flattens the lower 
playing frequencies more than the higher ones. Standard 
practice for flutes of this sort (Quantz' instrument) gives 
a fractiomtl change (S•,/So) in cross section at the 
embouchure hole of about 0.21 its against 0.16 for the 
Boehm flute (see Fig. 0}. As a result, the stretching of 
the first-octave interval is (0.21 ½}.16) -•= 1.7 times lar•er 
than that of the Boehm flute, its has already been 
pointed out in Sec. IV-C. The question immediately 
arises as to whether such a design should not lead 
an excessively wide first oclave. The answer is in lhe 

negative for flutes using the small finger holes that were 
a normal part of the old design. If, however, the flute 
is pulled apart at the middle joint, so that the tube is 
terminated in an open emt instead of a row of fin•-er 
holes, the oclave fingered its G, (;, does become quite 
wide. 

For freqnencies above 1000 cps, the head joint by 
ilself would permit a relatively flat third register. 
However, the high position of ihe small finger holes 
places the third-register vent holes far above the 
pressure nodes that they are supposed to encourage. 
Equation (14• shows that these third-register notes 
would then be pulled very high. The "rational" scheme 
for venting, which calls for opening the fifth hole 
above the note to be played (as on the Boehm flute), 
gives notes that are hopelessly sharp on most old-style 
instruments, so that hybrid fingerings are normally 
used. 

The foregoing discnssion implies the possibility of 
designing a well tuned, ratiomtllv vented flute by use 
of the Quantz type of bore, simply by enlarging the 
tone holes enough that they can be moved down to the 
point where they sharpen the lhird-register notes only 
the correct amounts. It would appear that the conical- 
bore Boehm-system flute 'a• of 1840 was desi•,med to 
meet these requiremeuts. 

Another feature of the cylindrical head used with a 

conical body is worth meutioning: l;igure 8 makes it 
clear that pulling out the head-joint slide not only 
increases the perturbed length of the bore but also 
the magnitude of (S•,,/S•), causing a further steepening 
of the slope and ill the same time an additional flatten- 
ing of the low notes beyond the amount expected from 
a simple lengthening of the instrument. The increased 
steepness of the al• curve gives rise to an octave- 
stretching that grows rapidly as the slide is pulled 

a• Ref. 1, Chap. 1, Fig. 6. The inslrnmcnt is Xo. 409 in 
Dayton C. Miller Collectio•t ('becklist compiled by I.aura E. Gilltam 
and William I,ichtemvanger •f Ihe Library of (•ongress, Washing- 
Ion• D.C. 

out. On any such flute, there is a slide position that 
gives the best octaves in practice, a position that may 
not coincide with the positions that give optilnmn 
co•tsislency of intonation or best over-all absolute 
frequency. A workable compromise is possible in many 
cases, however, since the cork can also be moved to 
adjust the intonation. Figure 3 shows that moving the 
cork a few nfiilimeters either way produces a negligible 
change in tuning at the bottom of the fiute's range 
(near 300 cps). The higher notes can be altered quite 
considerably through the direct effect of /Xl• (Fig. 3) 
and throngh its indirect effect on .Xl• (Fig. 11), as 
explained in Sec. IV-C. These two alterations act on the 
frequency in opposite directions, with the indirect one 
domimmt in the lower two registers (below 1000 cps) 
while the direct one dominates in the third register. 
Thus, the slide should be used to tune a low note to the 
desired absolute frequency, after which the cork 
provides a means for adjusting :• a high note. 

B. Completely Cylindrical Flute 

The completely cylindrical flute nmst meet design 
criteria that are somewhat different from those for 

instruments possessing a constricted head joint. The 
contracted octave relation between the lower two 

registers (produced bv the edgetone mechanism and 
possibly by small finger holes) must now be fully 
counteracted br a progressively decreasing magnitude 
of the embouchure length correction •l•. As has already 
been pointed out, the Boehm design of flnte has a very 
nearly constant value near 42 mm for Al• and a taper 
correction that decreases with rising frequency at the 
rate of about 2 lnm,/l{)0 cps (over the range of the 
lower two registers). A similar sharpening may be 
obtained front the elnbouchure correction alone, if the 
reference Hehnholtz resonator frequency .ft; is lowered 
slightly below the normal for cylindrical head conical 
flutes to about 1300 cps, and if the cork is also moved 
as close as possible to embouchure hole (see Fig. 3). The 
low value of j'l; can easily be achieved if one makes the 
embouchure hole a few percent smaller than the normal 
size, by using a higher riser, by undertotting it less, 
or br covering a normal-sized hole further than usual 
with the lips. 

The foregolug choice of the embouchure-hole di- 
mensions and c•rk positiou will give satisfactory intona- 
tion in the two lower registers, but the third register 
will be somewhat sharp if the Boehm scheme of venting 
is used (unless the holes are extremely large). I-[owever, 
the large value of :x/•. makes this type of instrnment 
considerably more sensitive than Boehm's to the 

player's lip position, so that in practice it is not difficult 
to control the tuning. 

a• Reference 3, p. 156, gives a rule of thumb that approximates 
this procedure. He does not state explicitly that the procedure is 
properly applied only lo the conical tintes with cytindricm heads. 
The Boehm flute does not have its basic octave inlervals Ul,S• t by 
ordinary shillings of lhe slide. 
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VI. RECAPITULATION 

The restilts of the presenl invcsligalion inlo the 
acoustical nature of the 11ulc head joinl ;ire rccal)itulalcd 
here to give a succinct Stl]lnnarv of •t so111CW]lal 
tended accotint. 

It has been shown that lo a good approxinmthm the 
endcorrection arising •tt the upper end of the Ihttc owing 
to the cork-toembouchure cavity is very nearly 

COllSlalll ill 42 111111 ill lhe normal playing on Ihe lb)chin 
lhtte. Resonances in Ihe player's mouth cavity produce 
a sharpening of a few percent of a semilone, t)ut only 
at frequencies above a critical value near Ihe 
frequency. 

I t is inherent in Ihc II;tl tll'C o[ lhe edselone re,chef,t- 
lion mechanism Ihat products Ihe Ilulc lone thai lhc 
tq)pcr modes arc excited at a frequency thal. is I]al 
relative to the lower ones. Analysis shows Ihat it 

function of the contracted bore in the head joint to 
correct this discrepancy over the lirsl Iwo oclavcs nf 
the Ilutc's range. This contr:n lion can I)c either 
conoi(lal contraction at the upper end o[ lhc flute 
(as is the case in Boehm's design) or as a cylindrical 
section that serves as an effective contraeli]m of an 
otherwise conical bore (as in the case of the older style 
of Ilulc). The work of correction in the third ()clave of 
the 11ulc's range is given lo lhc vcnl. holes used in 
fingering lheNc notes. The n,tlure of Ihe rcquircmcnls on 
hole size laid down hv the necessity for this corrcclion 

has been described bricllv. 

Finally, the analytical resttits described above are 
applied in the course of a description of the struchtrc 
and musical properlies of the Iwo major slx'les of 
flute-bore design thai were referred to in lhc preceding 
i)aragntph. tt is also shown that under certain special 
circumstances a complelely cylindrical bore can 
made to give acceptable intonation. 
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Matthew Jones: l'owell Xo. 9; W. Haynes N'os. 14362 and lf•41, 
;rs ucll its an unm,nl½•d h•. Haynes head joint; Rudall Carte 
Xo. 3•11; Bochm and Mendlet tno number). 
John C. Stayash: ['owcll Nos. 1626 and 1993; Gemeinhardt Xo. 
3755; Revnohls Xo. 38110. 
William Lichtenwanger, Library' q[ (',•*•gress: Boehm and Greve 
(g key) ('hccklisl No. 2•); B•x'hm and Mendlet I Boehm syslem) 
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J, F. Feddersen, If. uttd .q. Xdmcr ('½•mp•t? Signet No. 12769; 
Iluudy Xo. 72583. 

In addilion to these instunnentz, the following instruments 
bchmging to one of us (.kHB) were also studied: G. Haynes No. 
3½NI4; also, it considerably ohlcr one wilbout •rial number by the 
same maker. Reynolds X •. 26704; I.aube •6 key), without serial 
number; Gcmcinhardt piccolo Xo. 2512, and an unmarked 6-key 
u .od piccolo thai formerly I•1ongcd to P. H. Bensale. 


